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MARK Ill"
REVITALIZED:
FOCUS ON CLIENTS & TECHNOLOGY

Over the past year, the MARK I11product area has
undergone significant change, enhancing
technological capabilities and improving
responsiveness to clients.
Virtually all the equipment in both Amsterdam and
Brook Park has been replaced or upgraded--a
remarkable achievement. Each component-Engineering, Deployment Planning, and Operationshas made major contributions and worked together to
execute the largest product and system change in our
history.
Concurrently, we have increased the reliability and
quality of MARK I11Service to new levels of stability.
We created a new group, Client Systems, to provide
direct support for key MARK 111clients and
opportunities, and already the field Sales
organization is giving Client Systems very positive
recognition for its participation in client
applications.
The following article reflects much of the past
year's work. I am very proud of our MARK I11team's
record, and I think you will be, too.

If you visit the third floor of Maryland Center in
Rockville, you may do a double take at the building's
only Roman numeral floor sign--111. It's just an
indicator of the pride and good humor that the MARK
I11 team brings to the business these days.
Moreover, the team does have a lot to brag about
lately. MARK 111Service technology and
performance have been upgraded a t the Supercenters
by the addition of eleven Honeywell DPS 90
processors in four clusters and 130IBM 3380 disk
storage devices. Many technical capabilities are in
development or have been added to the MARK I11
Service, and the Client Systems group has raised the
level of technical suppart by implementing a threepronged agenda to intensify and focus client support.
'
Apparently these new measures are largely
effective. The MARK III1986 revenue is almost on
track, albeit lower than last year's revenues because
of factors such as the expected erosion of small clients
(as they turn to PCs and the like)and the price erosion
necessary to retain clients--particularly large
clients--who know that computer services' costs are
declining and consequently think they should be
getting the same or expanded services for lower rates
(thepriee-performance trade-off issue).
Roger Dyer, Manager oflURKIII Client Systems,
reports, "Findingthe right kind of MARK III
business is increasingly challenging,because our
new business is different from our old business.
Traditional BEARK 111clients started small and
grew with us. Their needs tended to be incremental-more users, bigger programs, more features, faster
response.
'Now I see a different set of opportunities. Current
client requirements are communication-intensive,
linking existing systems and providing intelligent
device support, 'switch' applications, local area
network (LAN) interfaces, dial-out capabilities, slnd

Equipment upgrades at the Bsoak Pa& SupermnWtoQkplace-withoutdisrupting opefatiom.
voice transmission. Essentially, we're now offering
network processing rather than host processing."
The rejuvenation of MARK I11 rests heavily on
technical upgrades, enhanced capabilities, and
technical client support. Each of these improvements
is described briefly below.

L

EQUIPMENT UPGRADES

Since March 1985,the W K I11team has
undertaken equipment upgrades that are replacing or
moving every piece of equipment in the Brook Park
and Amstelveen Supercenters. The two primary
equipment upgrades are the replacement of 34
Honeywell DPS 8/70 mainframes with 11Honeywell
DPS 90s (essentiallythe NEC S 1000,licensed to
Honeywell) and the introduction of 130 Honeywell
MSU 3380 disk storage devices to replace existing
STC 8650s.
Notably, as Bob Hench observes, "To date, at no
time has a client gone off the air because of our
equipment upgrade operations." Perhaps most
remarkably, Me1 Szot (Manager, MARK I11
Planning and Quality Assurance) and Zigi Quastler
(Manager, Ohio Center) agree that such equipment
upgrades constitute "business as usual."
"We undertake such upgrades all the time,"
Quastler explains, "And we execute them basically
during working hours, although the actual changeovers must take place on weekends to minimize the
chance of affecting clients."

* "It'sjust a mattier of w e f u l planning," S z d ad&.

'~'dAJ.thoughthe lagistics of the DPS 90 and 3380
-=aeplaaments required an extraordinary effmt,we
-*%adno particular pmblefnsl.
"Suchtechnical improvexnent~are standard
apera5ing procedurefix US. In the asmpukms~ r v i w s
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DPS 90 Upgrade
The DPS 90 rnahfl-anneupgrade took mugkdyfwta
yeam fimnits mlwtbnin 1984(&g
an ~ & ~ I s ~ P E ?
ane-yar be~~chmsk
test)ta hnal installation. T ' k
last lklABE IICZ file syshm were s u w W y
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"Thecore issue in eu6h an eqEci.pzwntupgrade is
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* &aqhg overtm
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nemsauy to accomplish that OWW
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o Planning and Dep10ym~nt'sdetded wtalluati~n
of MARK 111 capacity req&emab b
f i e current
laad and p j & future gmwth, wB%& d M in nine
Dl33 9& at B m k Bark and two atW t e l v e .

o Facility's consideration of numerous details,
such as cluster locations, provision of special air
conditioning capacity (includingnecessary duct
work), and electrical connections.
o The development of several operating system
modificationsto accommodatethe new DPS 90
environment, which required input from Operating
System Design, Integration Test,and Software
Deployment personnel. Moreover, alI the test and
diagnostic routines for scratch pad memories,
random a c m s memories, front-end communication
controllers, and bus adapters had to be rewritten.
o The development ofa detailed deployment plan
and schedulethat would not affect the client base but
would accommodate the DPS 90 installations, the
deployment of a heavily modified operatingsystem,
and the deinstallation of the idled DPS 8/70s.
o Overall evaluations of the impact of the changeover on the network and appropriate network
reconfigurations.
The actual deployment of DPS 90s began in May
1985 and required detailed logistics p h m h g and
extensive testing and physical preparation during the
week to accommodate the heavy workload executed on
weekends. As Szot recalls, "Ourpeople really had to
know exactlywhat they were going to do on any given
weekend."
During the summer of 1985,the file systems were
slowly (and with painstaking thoroughness)
migrated to DPS 90s, the results were monitored and
clusters were formed (an extremely detailed pmcws
that produced its first cluster in August). In the fall,
the upgrade process was accelerated based on earlier
installation summes, and twice the number of DPS
90s were installed and uploaded in half the time.
The DPS 90 change-over was completed in Brook
Park in December 1985(30days ahead of schedule),
and the European schedule was accelerated based on
Brook Park"$ success. ATaste1vem1's first and
second uploads took place in February 1986, about a
month ahead of schedule on average.
Thus, the entire MARK 111client base was migrated
to DPS 90s in less than ten months, on cost and ahead
of schedule. In Szot's assessment, "We did
exceptionally well after one brief period of
adjustment early in the process. We had some
s o h a r e problems-quicklycorrected-but that's to be
expected when you scale software up for large
computers like we did.

The DPS 90s offer several advantages over their
predecessors. For example, the DPS 90s can:
o Handle large programs more efficiently. Thus,
within any given cluster, any client can have more
users, and the cluster can accommodate clients with
larger demands.
o Produce the efficiencies and economies of scale
necessary to remain competitive. Production costs
decline with each hardware upgrade.
o Offer exceptional reliability and back-up
capabilities, as each new generation of technology
often does. Ofnote: the DPS 90s survived an
impressive trial during early commercial
deployment, when one of two DPS 90s in a cluster
went down, and the other DPS 90 picked up the load,
carrying 600+ users (versus an expected normal
capacity of 415 users per DPS 90).
The upgrade required the close coordinationof over
20 GE Information Services functional
organizations, two Supercenters, and three hardware
vendors. To say that almost all MARK IIIpersonnel
contributed is hardly an overstatement. The people
who helped make the DPS 90 upgrade successful
include--but=,,in no way limited to--Bob
Stolzenburg (Manager,MARK ID Operating System)

ell
Met Szot (Is@and Zgi Clua&ler were two d the leaders in
the DPS 9fl chartgec~wr.

and his operating system team,Carmen Edgehouse
(ConsultingSpecialist, Ohio Center Planning),
Wayne Rice (Manager, Ohio Center Facilities),
Helmut Van Der Sanden (Manager,S u p e m t e r
Operations, Amstelveen) and the Supercenters
operationsstaffs.

Upgrade
The 3380 equipmentupgrade is now in progress. The
program began in March, a d the Amstelveen
changeover to the 3380 disk storage units was
completed in May. The Brook Park swap should be
finished by the end of July.
Like the DPS 90 upgrade, the 3380s are being
commercialized on weekends, and the operation is
largely invisible to clients. As S ~ oexplains,
t
"Occasionallywe've had to ask a client to extend the
weekend dm-window. Otherwise, our clients are
unaff-d
by the 3380 upgrade process."
CE Idormation Servicesdecided to install the stateof-the-& 3380s in 1985,bmed in part on the normal
progression to next-generation hardware. However,
reliability problems with the STC 8650s substantially
ac08lerated the procws; over time they had not
performed up to a;tandardsand, in fact, had exhibited
unacceptablefailure modes.
The planning pracess underlying the 3380
changeover, which began in January 1985,exhibited
thesame detail required for the DPS 90 operation.
The Engineeringteam evaluated test 33.80s,
developed necessary hardware and dperating system
modi£ications, and desimed the 3380 operational

configurationsthat wbuld best suit the needs of the
Supercenters.
The implementationplanning--how do you
accomplish the swap without affectingclient service-precisely laid out the transfer of logical system to the
new disk storage devices, including details such as:
o The timing and sequence of t r m s f h n g client
files, based on client size and requirements. The
plan moved the highest risk file systems fist.
o The physical logistics of 3380 configurations,air
conditioning support, and the like.
o The acbal implementation at Brook Park and
Amstelveen, includingbringing the 3330s on line,
relocating other equipment as necessary, and
cycling out the 8650s.

In March of this year, the first 3380s were installed,
accompanied by a rather elaborate, counMom-like
test and acceptance phase-in that linked the 3380s to
every physical box in the Supercentem prior to
turning them over as commercial. This procedure
was repeated 16times as each group of eight 3380s was
delivered.
The performance to date ofthe338Qs has been
outstanding. Szot reports, "We have not had a failure
that affected client service. The only 3380 downtime
has been for n o d maintenance." Theoverall
impact on MARK 111availabilityhas been the single
most important result of the upgrade.
The 3380s offer greater reliability, provide a
significant improvement in storage per unit (a three
to one improvemenk per box), and will accommodate

Honeywell MSU 3380disk storage devices hwe replaced existing STC 8650s.

running on a faster channel (whichis planned for
next year and will improve system efficiency).
Like the DPS 90 operation, the 3380 swap required
the participation of almost all the Supercenter
personnel. The followingpeople deserve recognition
on behalfof all those who made the changeover so
smooth and successfid: Tom Popdan,
Subrahmanyam Raman, and Chuck Regner from the
Planning area; Carmen Edgehouse and Wayne Rice
in the Ohio Center; and Helmut Van Der Sanden and
his team in Amsterdam.
On the face of it, you'd think that the DPS 90 and
3380 changeovers would have exhausted the
Supercenterpersonnel, but that's just a way of life for
them. Next year, they're planning the permanent
storage channel upgrade--which thankfully won't
involve nearly as much physical relocation, but they
will have to reconfigure the inputJoutput processors-and after that they'll go on to some other
upgrade...and soon it wiIl be time to swap out the DPS

The Clbnt @@emswpp~rtteam @&red above
ineludes (left to @MI,Norm Harvey, Tom Eashmd9
Roger Dyer, Sue Bynwm, Susan Cutiw, zutd Pete Lovell.
Not pidured is SmPth Keerr~.
"Thisis a very flexible appmeh, and dimb began
ts,see US a$ extremely respomive. They appmiate

consulting with thedevelopem--%hepeople wbo
a&ually make things happen--and the demlsprs are
to~&ats."'
doing an outstandingjob ~ f ' m s p o n
Client Systems--fondlyh o r n as the " S M
Worksw--ispursuing a tbe-part agenda that
includes:

CLIENT SUPPORT
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t
Wdd e w GE M m . c i ~ i53exviw
n
Carnpmf5 new
strategic clinxtimand e-rd
that "inthe near
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Att time, Technology
Operatiom was reorganized, MARK III&mice
became a dep&mentD and Bob Hen& b e e m tb
MARE ILIVice Presidenf rrnd GeneralManager.
Hench deeidedl ta '" mnwthingdifferent'' md
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o Direct support ofthe top 20 MARE Ill clients,
managed by Client Sy&m.
oA n A w m ~ ~ ~ e d d W t h e r J L l l R K
III d e p m e n t , runby v d m k m John ~ami6$0n,
NlanageroflkWXmTe~.
o A Field Program-managed by Climt S y ~ ~ l a s designed to reasclients a d MARKIII a d d
personnel ofthe angoing ampanysupport Eor MAILK
I11 Sewice.

Looking back on a sometimes frenetic first year,
Roger Dyer observes, "We started out to do something
quite Wemt 4 3 this
~ ~mpmy--tro
witpond &I
cEents'nmdsxyih.out a p8aG ded dbe&m-&e
remFTi0w and d i s c t l , s s i o n o
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assumption thatatthere are no--or at least very feat-absoluterequirements.
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"The client visits are a high-payoff activity,"Dyer
explains. 'Talking to clients and understanding
what they do and want to do with our systems are
critical to providing servicesthat will hold our client
base. For example, in the case of the problems that we
had with disk drives, Bob Hench sitting down with
his opposite number to explain what we were doing
eould take the heat out ofthe situation."
The client visits opened the communication
channels, and sales staffbegan calling to request
support, ask for technical advice, inquire about
feasibility of specificprojects, and schedule sales call
support. In addition, client visits often precipitate
special requests--for Fortran 77 features, tighter logon security, upgraded Televideo support, and the like.
"Right now ~
I
Ihas Iabout 18client projects
under development, running the gamut from
availability to new features to growth
accommodation,"Dyer notes. "Somerequire only a
few weeks, but others (such as the 256K program)
represent major development efforts.
"Additionally,my staff has produced a number of
application-level specials for both clients and SDC
staff-special subroutines or sample programs that
employ new capabilities."
Looking to the future, Dyer concludes, "I see Client
Systems continuing to work closely with Sales and
with the client base. As our workload increased,we
added resources and one person in Europe (Harold
Fuchs). We have our key clients covered, and the
organization now wiIl focus on building up our
ability to support both new and old business.
"But we'll also foeus on continuing to have fun. It's
beengreat to start a new function, especially one as
broad as this one. We've all faced a lot of interesting
technical and human challenges, and working with
clients such as ours helps us keep our feet firmly on
the ground while we simultaneously test new ideas,
new w a p of solving their problems.
"Thehigh points clearly come when a poject really
pays off--whenthe client puts our design or feature
into production or,even better, when we can generate
new revenue above and beyond the expected level."
SYSTEM CAPABILITZES

MARKIII engineering and technical personnel are
developing and deploying new MARK 111capabilities
that fit the new company strategy of marketing

telecommunications products to entire industries.
Recent new MARK I11capabilities fall under three
complementarycategories:
o Those that facilitate the development of solutions
to clients' networking and telecommunications
needs.
o Those that respond to major clients'
requirements.
o Those that increase productivity with the objective
of maintaining profit margins despite price erosion.
New capabilities scheduled for development and
deployment in 1986and 1987are briefly summarized
by category below.

Networking and TelecommunicationsApplications
Capabilities that support systems and applications
for telecommunications or networking often require
inter-programcommunications to link different
computers, sometimes connecting MARK 111
application programs to client hosts and
microprocessors(such as PCs).
To satisfy such client connectivity requirements,
MARK III must be able to "talk"to client hosts and
PCs by using the protocols employed by such
computers. The MARE 111h a m approached the task
by designing capabilities that enable: (11MARK 111
applications to emulate bisynchronous andtor
asynchronoust e e & when communicating to
non-MARK 111hosts, and (2)MARK 111applications
to change terminal characteristics when
communicating with terminal emulators rumingin
non-MARK 111computers.
These development projects include:
o Ongoing deployment of 2780 and 3780
bisynchronous emulator capabilitiea
(EDI*EXPRESSmwill be a major user of the 2780
emulator). 'I'his and other terminal emulation
support is being done by MARK 111Communications
under John Watson. Jim Skinner's work in
adapting the 2780/3780 emulator to a number of
e ED1 protocols deserves special mention.
o Asynchronous terminal emulationthat enables
MARK 111applications to, for example, establish a
session with MARK 3000 timegharing(GEnie"will
use a variation ofthis capability to access the
American Airlines reservation system and the DOW

---,

Jones services). Scheduled availability: third
quarter, 1986.
o The Fortran Communication Extensions project,
which will support emulation and communication
capabilities--including those noted above--that are
now available only through C language. Scheduled
availability: early 1987.
o Terminal emulation that enables MARK I11
applications to interface with IBM's System Network
Architecture (SNA)protocol to communicate with
IBM hosts, workstations, and terminals (the QUIKC O W MSystem and similar systems will
interconnect electronic mail systems executing on
MARK I11with those executing on MARK 3000'").
Scheduled availability: first quarter, 1987.
o A follow-on development project that allows
I
MARK 111to emulate a 3770 terminal communicating
7,
through MARK9NET"' and to use the same SNA
capabilities that MARK9NETprovides to actual 3770
terminals. Scheduled availability: 1987.

Improvementsfor Major Clients
The MARK I11 team's increasing attenuon to major
clients through the Client Systems group generates
definitions of and requests for system improvements
needed by such clients, either as a group or
individually. These client-driven projects are
tracked in biweekly schedule reviews and, in some
MARK I11 Engineering subsections, represent
upwards of 20 percent of program resources. [Of
course, in the end, projects initiated by individual
major clients often benefit all clients.]
Many of the client-specificprojects are small,
sometimes requiring but a few days to design,
implement, and deploy. The significance of such
projects lies in quickly identifying and satisfying
the needs of major clients. Moreover, the impact of
such responsiveness on clients' attitudes toward the
company are as important as the work itself.
Several projects for major clients are described on
the next page.
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use of the Gryrdlan
Key A m s s device,
which can be held in
the palm of the
haid, and with a
numerical keypad
can be adapted for
screensthat do not
allow direct
interaction.

o The 256K feature can double the amount of
memory available to user programs, facilitating
application modifications such as the addition of new
capabilities and alterations that eliminate overlays
and improve execution speed. This project is a joint
implementation by MARK I11User Services under
Dave O'Connor and AED's Data System Technology
under Don Deutsch, with an assist from MARK I11
Operating Systems. Scheduled availability: fourth
quarter, 1986.
o The shared memory capability is designed to
enable the operating system to execute multiple copies
of the same application program (a phone company
with hundreds of simultaneous users will employ this
feature to freeup processor memory and
accommodate more users). Led by Lowell Von Egger,
this project is a joint effort by MARK I11 User Services
and MARK 111Operating Systems. Scheduled
availability: fourth quarter, 1986.
o The currently available Gordian Key Access
capability, developed for a major New York bank, is
designed to enable a user to create a completely secure
password by applying a special device (about the size
of a box of matches) to the PC screen. The device
reads a pattern on the screen and generates a
response that is both unique to the device and different
each time the device is used. Charlie Dickman is
leading this effort.
o A series of projects for a California computer
the number of concurrent
company helped&&il
users; the company essentially has a user capacity
limit agreement but has downloaded PC software that
requires well-structured user limit denial messages.
Other projects initiated for specific clients
addressed user-specified password masking to
provide application control over a password prompt
(for a major New Yark bank) and access to the date of
password change (for a telephone company).

Increased Productivity
A number of programs in 1986 and 1987 are
designed to complement the DPS 90s and 3380s by
M e r reducing costs, improving quality, and
increasing system and people productivity. Several
productivity programs focus on the problems inherent
in handling large clusters of many users by

At a ribbon-cutting ceremony, GE Information Services
employees and Honeywell representatives saw the
interior parts of the normally sealed DPS 90s. From left to
right they are Carmen Edgehouse,John Ballou
(Honeywell), Wayne Rice, Ed Cave (Honeywell), and Jim
Bellomo.

employing fewer processors (the DPS 90s are deployed
in clusters of three. processors rather than in clusters
of four to six processors like their predecessors).
Productivity projects include:
o A program completed in March of this year that
moved system work areas used to execute disk
input/output on behalf of the user out of scarce areas in
low memory, enabling MARK I11 to run 600 or more
users on a single processor when necessary-for
example, in case of failure or maintenance of other
processars in the cluster. Jerry Brown, Chuck
McInnes, Greg Cook, and Russ Hauger participated
in this rapid,outstanding implementation.
o A program that reduces the number of temporary
storage 110sthat process user input from the network,
storing data in memory to eliminate a disk
writelread and doing fewer but larger I/Os to
Continusd on page 29

FORECAST INDICATES SLOW GROWTH
IN THIRD AND FOURTH QUARTERS
Project 36, General Electric Information Services
Company's 36-month financial and operating plan,
is on target for the first six months of 1986in terms of
net income. However, US.-based revenue has not
ramped to expected levels--even though the rate of
orders has Been good.
The forecast for the remainder of the year and into
1987shows revenue continuingto slip below plan in
Marketing & U.S. Sales Operations (M&USSO)-partially offset by strong revenue from International
Sales & Services Operations (ISSO),thanks to
favorable monetary exchange rates and higher sales
volume.
Year-to-date net income for Network Based
Services CNBS) is $9.9 million--21percent above
Operating Plan--because of favorable exchange rates
and cost deferrals, but Bob Agans, Finance Operation
Vice President and Manager, says that the
remainder of 1986 does not look as promising.
"Simplyput, the new specialized applications
business has not grown as fast as we had
anticipated,"Agans says. (See related story on
ramping.) "And since most of the ramp was budgeted
for the second half of the year, it will be more difficult
to offset revenue misses with favorable exchange
rates and cost deferrals."
GE Consulting Services Corporation (GECON)
sales also are expected to be below Operating Plan, but
both GECON and Software International are
committed to deliver net income as budgeted.
"Project 36 remains viable,"Agans says. "We've
reaffirmed our commitment to corporate to deliver on
our net income targets by using selectivebelt
tightening while stressing top-line growth. And
Lany Bossidy (GE Vice Chairman and Executive
Officer)has reaffirmed his support for the business."
[Editor'sNote: Look for additional details on the
state of the business in the next issue of SPECTRUM.]

SECONDQUARTEREARNINGSONPLAN

p
Second quarter sales of $125 million were 7% below
1985 but only 2% under Operating Plan, as the impact
of favorable monetary exchange rates partially offset
lower volume in Network Based Services and GE
Consulting Services. Net income of $4.8 million,
although sharply below 1985,was equal to Plan.
Favorable exchange, lower cost levels, and favorable
tax rates helped offset the volume shortfall.
Second quarter results are summarized by business
segment below:
o Network Based Services sales were almost on
Plan, as favorable monetary exchange rates in
International offset domestic revenue shortfalls.
Despite strong orders, Marketing and U.S. Sales
revenues fell 10%below Plan, as the realization of
new business ramp was slower than anticipated. Net
income was higher than Plan as a result of favorable
exchange, cost reductions and deferrals, and lower
affiliate taxes that more than offset the volume
underrun.
o GE Consulting Services revenue continued below
Plan, reflecting a decline in volume and fewer
billable contract personnel. Earnings declined
substantially from Plan because of lower sales.
o Software International sales were slightly higher
than Plan, as the Masterpiece products were
commercialized and a sales backlog recorded. Net
income was almost on Plan.
For the first half of 1986,net income was 11%above
Plan despite 1%lower sales.
The accompanying chart displays total GE
Information Services second-quartersales and net
income compared with Op Plan, as well as a similar
year-t-dnt~ campageon.
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DOING THE RAMP
There's a lot of talk about ramping accounts these
days, but ramping has changed a great deal since the
days of timesharing (see story to right). The new
businesses at the heart of Project 36 require greater
attention and new tools.
To better understand account ramping and its
support programs, SPECTRUM interviewed John
Sidgmore (VP & GM, U.S. Sales and Services
Operation), Dave Foster (VP & GM, Focused
Business Operation), Karen Pitelka (Manager,
Retail and Financial Systems), Wayne Gowen
(Manager, Corporate and Distribution Systems), Bill
Gates (Manager, Manufacturing and Distribution
Marketing), and Fred Wood (Educational Services
Operations Manager). The following analyses are
drawn from those interviews.

Field View
Evaluating the latest numbers, John Sidgrnore
reports, "About 40 percent of our orders are ramping
close to estimate, and around 20 percent have not yet
begun to ramp. Most of the accounts in the latter
category are 'misses' --such as clients who we have
discovered do not have the degree of commitment to
the product that we had originally thought."
Engagement plans--which require all clients to sign
off on a joint ramp plan and dedicate funds for the
effort--are one means of verifying client
commitment.
In addition, Sidgmore continues, "Better
qualification techniques--such as up-front pricing or
installation fees--should help us determine which
clients are really serious and committed to making
orders happen. The importance of such an
assessment shouldn't be overlooked. We've found
that custom orders ramp extremely well and that
larger orders ramp better than small ones. In both
cases, there is usually up-front commitment to
development and installation before the client goes
forward. Essentially, the client has to make the key
decision prior to the order, in contrast to many of our
new orders, where the key commitment comes after
the order. "
Overviewingspecific product arenas, Sidgmore
offered the followinginsights. "When clients are
c o d t t e d - - f o r example, Kodak and Montgomery
Ward--ED1 can be ramped very effectively. We
think that a n SDC team that personally ramps clients

can expedite the process, so about two months ago we
added a 30-person team to do just that. These people do
the front end of the process, which is then handed over
to Dave Foster's telephone ramp group. We may need
to add more people still. Overall, I think the ED1
ramp will keep improving.
"In office and dealer products, we've organized
marketing/engineering/SDC teams to evaluate
products and enhance their flexibility. We're
developingimproved product modification tools that
are designed to enable SDC to make better and faster
product modifications. In addition, we may need to
-
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WHAT IS RAMPING?
Providing perspective, Jim McNerney notes, "In
the timesharing days, you'd flick a switch, and the
account would be ramped. We did all the processing
ourselves for individual clients, dealingwith a few
MIS specialists.
"Now,accounts can have hundreds or thousands d
users. Micros and minis are everywhere, and our
ramping is changing to accommodate that reality."
Account ramping generally begins when a contract
is signed and continues until the account reaches its
ultimate MPR potential. For convenience, often an
account is designated as new if the contract was
signed in the current year, as a ramp account if the
contract was signed in the immediate past year, and
as a base account if the contract was signed prior to
that.
Ramping includes all activities designed to "get
business from clients faster," a s Wayne Gowen
observes. When an account is not producing revenue
a t its projected pace, there is a natural tendency to
assume that there's a "ramp problem" that can be
overcome by redoubling efforts or undertaking
specific remedies, In some cases, however, apparent
ramp problems may actually signal other dimcultiesfor example, clients with insufficient commitment,
overoptimistic or long-lead MPR projections, or
clients with economic challenges of their own (inthis
sense, a bankrupt client represents the ultimate ram
oroblem).
The key to identifying genuine ramp difficulties
therefore lies in careful analyses of individual
markets and accounts.
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The mntralizmifelaphane mles and E m t~m--GEI--n
SeMiCgs:secret ramp weapon-supplies key leverage to aggmssbely m p EPI accounts. P i r d above in We left row frontto fxxck are
Woriko Iwaski, Karen Gonralss, and Qdessa-Pitts TaJty; in the t i t row front to back, Fritz4 Straitey, Paula
Houck, Robin Corley, and Leanne Van Styke.
add some SDC people-and an up-front commitment
pricing policy will go a long way toward fixing office
and corporate ramp problem.
"TheVAN accounts are overall on target. POS got
a late start--we didn't commercializethe product
until the end afthe first quarter--soit's tooearly to
evaluate POS ramp."
The Training and Documentation groups are
workmg to improve m p s across product arenas,
focusing on mahrlds that f a c i l k k the kind afmass
imp1emmtationkhat the campany inaeasingE;y
faces. In selectedeases, as Fred Wood explains, "It
makes sense to m d u c t classes on a regular basis
around the country on specific products, auch ets EDI.
And we're bveskiga'ting weys of hold$ng such
c h s e s without making a large hardware
investment--forexample, by holding the classes in
Businessland outlets."
When clients have so many users that classes
become infsasibla, the Client Training Group (see
last month's SPECTRUM)develops ecl~k-(rri%nhd
tools or job aids that are step-by-stepusex's
instructiom keyed t w h tha&end uaers recognize
(such as 'Lend a message"). Moreover, Wosd
o h e s , "Tris developingeomp&erFhed
training for clients with 1number^ of uses.
These training diskettes employs md m e e m from

the applications, superimposinginstructions on how
to use the application."
Training also is working closely with
Documentation to develop quick-start documentation
that is a hybrid born of users guides and job aids.
"Such documentation attempts to summarize the most
commonly used features. Ideally, you'd find 80
percent of the material you need as a user in 30 pages-on the rare occasions you need the other 20 percent,
you can refer to the extended documentation."
In addition, Training personnel like Reynold
Stimart (Manager,Business Application Training)
are working with application developers--for
example, BusinessTalk developers--on embedding
help screens in the applications and ensuring that the
help screens are user-friendly.

DiscussingED1 in more detail, Dave Foster
observed, "Overall,I would emphasize the extreme
importance of understanding the large number of
end users in ED1 and their impact on how we do
business. We often need to ramp hundreds of clients
on a major sale, many of them small or mediumsized companies.

The &vet%singcampaign illustratedabove representsone of the new approachesthat FBO is using to ramp
ED1accounts--inthis case, reachingout directly to the physiciansassociatedwith EMC*EXPRESS amunts.
'3& a clim$stmdure means that we must have
eas-y-bumproducts*well o r g d z d and
~iwgomard
doamentation, compact contracts, a
raimple credit procedure, and many other systemic
c2anga."

Moreover, the unique ED1 client structure
emmurages an industry fseus. Foster explains,
'"When you ramp a department store account, for
example, you find that the next department store
client hias essentiallythe same trading partners.
'l%u$.,our acquired effart cross-appliesand saves us
timeand money on subsequent sales to $he m e
industry. We have to pick i n d M e s and
~ h m u t i d lgo
y after the industry leaders."
Pa? tihe manufacturingand distribution ED1 market,
P O Ssays,
~ 'We've brought EDI*PC on line and
shplifid its original documentationinto a quickstart version, In May we put a telephone support group
in pkm fbr follow-up phone sales and
i n z p k h a a n assistance. We're dm focusing on
b e h i d suppart+which is tough when you're dealing .
wikh a largenumber of Mering systems. Bob House
is woakmg an a oheat sheet that should help SDC or

-we

-

telephone account rampers tell clients how to deal
with specific types of minicomputer systedis, such as
the SysternB6.
"Perhapsmost impartantly, we're trying k
evaluate the hub's e n h i a m for EDI; if our contacts
aren't enthusiasticor don't have enough power to
push the project with their trading partners, we
shouldn't be makmg the d e . We're also
moniwring and exevkkq more mntrol over the hub
CGent's pwkidpation in vendor conferences --for
example, the warding md source ofinvitatiom is
important."
In the health care industry, Foster notes,'We may
make simple, direct sales to Blue Cross or Blue
Shield, for example, but then there are thousands of
individual doctor23to ramp. We're addressingthem
through third party sof'twarecampmies--we
amently deal with forty such resellem-and we've
initiated an up-frontqualificationpmedure by
charging a fee to emure their interest. We also must
be sensitive to the fact that these vendors don't dwaw
have the m e priorities that we do, so we're pulling
vendors via direct mail.
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'We developed pre-packaged training and
marketing tools and made Pat Kennedy's sole
h c t i o n the provision of marketing support to the
soRware companies.
"In addition, in an excitingnew development,
we've joined with Blue Shield of Illinois in a direct
mail program that reaches 18,000 d~ctors.A biIl
s t d w describesthe advantages ofEMC*EXF%ESS
and lists seven authorized s o h a m vendors. Here
we're tryingto encourage doctors to call authorized
vendors and new system vendors to sign up with us."

guide for putting together proposals and
implementation plans and installation check sheets.
o Client motivation: Additionally, corporate and
dealer systems is looking a t employing strategic
front-end pricing as a reality test for client
commitment, using the Client Training group to
tailor documentation and training to clients as a
measure of commitment, and formingteams of highlevel client employees with visibility and
commitment to help with the product ramp.

VAN
Corporate amd Dealer Sysbms

In contrast to EDI, POS, and PSO--which are
industry targeted--corporate and dealer systems
build on a base product or capability tailored by the
field and SDC to solve a client'ssp&fic problems.
Gowen notes that corpamb and dealez's~~
are
implementing several ways ofimpn,*g bath
forecflsting accuracy and p&& h p l ~ q r n h t i a
'We're optimisticthat these appm&?cbe
d
limp~0w
our perfommce and may even have application in
other business m
a
r
e
n
a
s
.
On the forecasting side, &wen d d b e s three
appm&es under way to i m p v e fosrecasting:
Q Earlier this year, detailed g&cation
s%fwflis
for applications milproducts were devel~pedto help
sales persome1ident* red prospects. This effort
already is having positive impact.
o Quantification toak w n will be availablebased
~ as number of
on a model &a%mnddersf d r such
locati~ns,number ofmers, use per wmk, and types of
m-w.
Them tmb ahodd enable the elient and
GE Information Servicesta gain a c l e m
understanding of exptxhd p e r f o m ~ c e .
o Sales and mmheting personnel are being asked
to develop and m a n e to detailed ramp plans that
sales and marketing personnel can w e on a day-today basis for w ~ ~ k h g t account
he
to expected ramp
lev&.

On the product and account implementation side,
corporate.and dealer systems are undertaking
improvements in two areas:
o Field performance: The group recently piloted a
successful implementationcourse for SDC and sales
personnel to improve account rollout, including a

Explaining the VAN approach to ramping, Karen
Pitelka notes, "Through a concertedjoint effort by
technical, sales, and marketing personnel, we've
successfullyput in place a process that addresses the
two sources of ramp challenges: connecting client
hosts t o the network and deploying s o h a r e to miniremote concentrators (MRCs)and central
concentrators CCCs)in support of the new capabilities
that we're constantly adding to the network. We
think we can continue to improve our ramp
performance, so we will be monitoring the
effectiveness of the process.
"A new team has been established in Tblecommunications Engineering to handle all host connections
for new clients. This team works with Sales and onsite NDC personnel until a client is operational.
"Softwareundergoes stringent testing prior to
deployment to ensure minimal impact on clients'
operations. And the SDC organization is taking
proactive sales ownership of the client relationship
during the criticalhost connection process.
"Oursuccess here is particularly important,
because there are a lot of competitorsin our market,
and the service is so central to clients that if they
don't actually have two vendors, they definitely have
an alternative supplier waiting in the wings."
Another key to keeping VAN clients happy is to "be
responsive, to give a lot of technical, sales, and
product support. Our clients have ito be comfortable
that we know what we're doing," Karen Pitelka
notes. "In our market, we have to convince
telecommunications managers, who know the
technology thoroughly,that we can sustain highquality service. It's not so much that a client will
leave if the system goes down, itls that clients will
leave if the system goes down and youke not
responsive and fail to reassure them that service w i l l
be restored shortly."

TRADE*EXPRESS: ALL ABOARD!
On June 17, GE Information Services, the United
Kingdom's Simplification of International Trade
Procedures Board (SITPRO),and the First National
Bank of Chicago (FNBC)held a press conference in
New York City to announce the commercial
availability of the TRADE*EXPRESSSystem,
SPEX"*US software, and the Accelerated Trade
Payments (ATP)service.

The press conference dovetailed with the three-day
International Trade and Computerization
Conference hosted by the National Council on
International Trade Documentation (NCITD),where
GE Information Services personnel--Nadine
Rosenbaurn, Marilyn Culican, Mike Katzarnan, Don

Top, from left to right, John Barber, Dave Foster, and Ra5
Walker listen to Jim McNerney (shown in picture at right)
as he addresses the press (bottom).

Greenwood, and Ann Harrison--explainedand
demonstrated TRADE*EXPRESSat an exhibit booth.
John Barber, the new Manager of International
Trade, calculates that roughly half of all potential US
TRADE*EXPRESS clients were represented at the
conference--andhence exposed to TWE*EXPRESS

and its capabilities.
Currently available in the US, TWE*EXPRESS
is scheduledfor commercial availabilityworldwide
in September. "TRADE*EXPRESSis one of GE
Information Services' entries in the increasingly
important intercompany, global market," observes
Jim McNerney (SeniorVice President, Marketing
and US Sales Operations).
Dave Foster (VP &GM, Focused Business
Operation),emphasized at the press conference,
"Major corporationsneed to think in terms of global
markets and competition. Parts, subassemblies,
assemblies, and hished products are often separate
operations in Werent countries.. ..
TRADE*EXPRESSaddresses the source of many
freight and trade documentation errors, namely the
density of paper across companies--whichfrequently
represents a mismatch
with the way companies
do business internally.
Within h s ,
automated methods have
made great
progress...across firms,
it's &ill a paper world."
TRADE*EXPRESS
essentially is a
computerized service for
creating, processing,and
distributing international trade documents among
exporters, freight forwarders,banks, carriers,
custom house brokers, and other participants in the
international trade process. Once the sales contract
and payment arrangements are made,
TRADE*EXPRESScan be used to create, deliver, and
track the information appearing on critical shipping
documents, such as export declarations,ocean bills of
l
delivery permitsldock
lading, c o ~ e r c i ainvoices,
receipts, shipment advisories, insurance certificates,
and the like.
TRADE*EXl?RESS can be configured to meet a
company's individualrequirements and can
include all or some of the followingcomponents:
document processing, electronic data interchange
(EDI),translation services, electronicmail, and
teleprocessingmanagement. Fundamentally,
TRADE*EXPRESSrepresents a higher layer of value
added built on top of the basic EDI*EXPRESS and
QUIK-COMM products.

.

By using the ED1 component of TRADE*EXPRESS,
companies can send and receive data in an
environment that accommodatesaccepted data
security procedures and that essentially provides a
common data base for the multiple parties to the trade
transaction. By combining TRADE*EXPRESSwith
the QUIK-COMM System, companies can implement
ED1 transactions with free-formatted messaging
capabilities. In addition, QUIK-COMMallows
companies to exchange documents with business
partners who are not prepared to process ED1
transactions.
GE Information Servicesalso developed
workstations that act as intelligent communications
gateways to TRADE*EXPRESSteleprocessing
components,thus forming an integrated system that
includes easy-to-useinterfaces for document
processing, word processing, EDI, and electronic
mail. Workstation sofiware is designed to operate
with document processing systems--suchas the SPEX
system versions developed for use in the UK and the
US--that have been validated for use with the
workstation.
Explaining the advantages of TRADE*EXPRESS,
Foster noted at the press conference, "The orderly
conduct of international trade, along with the
accompanyingconcerns of productivity and cash
flow, depends largely on two things: the accurate

creation of highly detailed and specialized business
documents and the reliable transmission of these
documents--andan equally reliable receipt of such
documents--tobusiness partners."
TRADE*EXPRESSis designed to improve the
speed, accuracy, and efficiencyof international
trade documentation processing, thus reducing costs,
enhancing productivity, and thereby sharpening
clients' competitive edge. For example, one client
reports that the typical trade payment cycle can be
reduced by four to 26 days, which can translate into
faster payments and improved cash flow.
Foster notes, "The eliminationof redundant data
entry costs can improve inventory float, encourage
more prompt payments, decrease capital investment
needs, and offer a competitive advantage....The payback on up-front investment in TRADE*EXPRESS
should be quite high even for small and medium
sized exporters. The product is highly significant for
major exporters and importers, global manufacturing firms, banks, forwarders and cargo
managers, transportation carriers, and computer
telecommunication firms."

Addressing the press, Ray Walker (Chief
Executive, SITPRO)observed, "In many ways, today

Nadine Rosenbaum discusses TRADE*EXPRESSwith an interested NClTD conference participant.

AGREEMENT WITH WILDATA ANNOUNCED
is the culmination of twenty-five years of effort.
Following the efforts of Swedish customs officers in
the 1960s,SITPRO decided to develop a microcomputer solution for the morass of paper
documentation associated with international trade.
SPEX 1appeared in 1982 and SPEX 2 in 1984. Over
400 companies in F'inland, Norway, the Netherlands,
Israel, Hong Kong, and Australia now use a version
of SPEX.
"Today we're offering SPEX 2.2 in the US, and
SPEX 2.3--just introduced last month--should be
availablein the U.S. within six months."
The SPEX*US software package, an export
consignment and invoice processing system,
enables a company's mainframe or micro computer
to interface with TRADE*EXPRESS to distribute
documents and to receive information needed to
process and create additional documentation. GE
Information Services modified SPEX 2 software to
create export documents based on standards that
NCITD created for the Cargo Interchange System
(CARDIS).
Walker noted a t the press conference, "At SITPRO,
we like to talk about telematics-a combination of
computer software development and telecommunications. Telematics is a very dynamic
source of change, and we feel GE Information
Services offers a strong base for telematic
development. SITPRO is very strong on standards,
and we need to work with a company that
understands that commitment. We're delighted with
our distribution agreement with GE Information
Services."

Combining FNBC's expertise in international
trade with GE Information Services' worldwide
teleprocessingnetwork, the ATP service is designed
to eliminate delays in receipt of international trade
payments.
By using friendly software based on personal
computers, exporters can capture export
documentationdata by creating a consignment file
that is then processed and transmitted electronically
to FIWC for payment. Additional information can
be added and processed by the freight forwarder and
carrier and subsequentlytransmitted to the bank.
Continuedon page 29

On June 11, GE Information Services and WilData,
a specialist in cargo management information
systems, held a press conference in London to
announce a new agreement under which WilData
will use MARK I11 to market and bill (under the
name WilNet) a manifest processing system to its
cargo and shipping customers. Lars Morten Laache,
the WilData Account Manager at GE Information
Services Norway--who teamed with Eric Vaes
(Manager,Marketing and Business Development,
Northern Europe) &d a
strong supporting cast to close
the WilData sale--projects
annual revenues of a
minimum of one-half
million dollars by 1987.
Ian Finch, Manager of
Industry Marketing for
International Sales and
Services Operations (ISSO),
observes that this agreement
"with a well-qualified and
respected organization
should help to expand GE
Lars Morten Laache
Information Services'
coverage of freight forwardingand related sectors
more rapidly than otherwise would have been
practical and should enhance and consolidate our
already strong position in trade and logistics,
complementingexisting services such as
TRADE*EXPRESS."

WilData
Wilhelm Wilhelmsen, Norway's largest shipping
group, established WilData (originally a shipping
agent systems department in its liner business) as a
wholly owned subsidiary in July 1985.
Wilhelmsen's strategy--to develop new value-added
products that expand its technological and
geographical reach--was refined to include WilData
following'a study that identified effective
computerized support as a critical success factor in
the cargo management business. WilData's
business portfolio currently includes:
o WilShips, a comprehensive and flexible liner
agency system available on a wide range of
hardware that projects ten installations annually.
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WilData will supply full sales, marketing, and
client support in countries where WilData and the
local GE Information Services affiliate have reached
agreement (currently the US, Norway, France, and
the UK; advanced-stage discussions are underway in
many other countries). During the start-up phase in
some countries, WilData may contract for limited
client support from local affiliates a t published rates
on an as-available basis (with ample notice).
The service provided to users integrates the
application processing of WilData software with the
communications management capabilities of MARK
I11 and QUIK-COMM. This total service thus can be
provided in all relevant countries, because questions
of basic QUIK-COMM use do not arise.
WilData is the first VASP signed in Europe by GE
Information Services as part of its strategy to move
into selected new markets through joint ventures with
companies that provide complementary skills,
coverage, or products that supplement and enhance
GE Information Services' existing services. VASP
clients work in concert with fliliates or distributors
in countries covered by the agreements.
The WilData agreement was approved in March of
this year by ISSO management after thorough
reviews by Area Business Development,
International Business Development, GE
Information Services Norway, ISSO Marketing, and
Marketing and US Sales Operations. WilData is a
prime example of the type of company that will sign a
VASP agreement, exhibiting characteristics such as:
o Well-established expertise and success in a
targeted market--or, as Finch describes it, "the
ability to market, sell, and f d y support welldefined, network-based services to well-identified
end users in a given market niche."
o A detailed and credible business plan that
supports its ability to provide a higher-value service
than GE Information Services alone.
WilData--like many potential VASPs--may pose
some degree of competition with direct sales, so its
activities will be closely monitored. But the narrow
focus of the application and WilData's established
expertise and market presence should make the risk
of direct competition acceptable. Indeed, the
enhanced market presence that GE Information
Services will acquire may even strengthen the
company's overall competitive position.

METROPOLITAN COMES THROUGH
FOR ROCKVILLE EMPLOYEE
[Editor's Note: Last spring, Paul Tubach (Proaucts
and Services Pricing Manager) went to his doctor for
a routine check-up. The physical and follow-up tests
revealed a malignancy that required prompt
surgery. Paul is back on the job now, feeling better,
and has kindly offered to share his experience with
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company with
SPECTRUM.]
"I'd called Dick LeFebvre [Manager, Human
Resources Practices] last January to complain about
initial confusion during the hospitalization
changeover to Metropolitan," explains Paul Tubach,
"So, after my surgery, I thought it only fair to call and
let him know how really pleased I've been with
Metropolitan's service."
Tubach was particularly impressed by the ease of
using the 800 number for precertification, the way
Metropolitan followed up and worked with his doctor
after he was hospitalized, the speedy processing of his
claim, and the approach used in handling the one
disallowed charge.
"I'm not saying that everyone will have the same
experience that I did," Tubach notes. "There aren't
any guarantees of that. But I do want to let people
know that I didn't do anything special, I just followed
directions--and the system worked well for me."
When he first picked up the phone to call the 800
number, Tubach anticipated getting a busy signal,
but he reached a Metropolitan representative right
away.
"Ialso expected a hassle in obtaining precertification," Tubach admits, "Because I only had 11
days before the surgery was scheduled rather than the
two weeks that Metropolitan normally requires to
process forms and issue approval for hospitalization.
But the representative told me to have my doctor's
office call, explain what was involved in the surgery,
and project my length of stay in the hospital--the
whole process was handled over the phone."
Six days after he called the 800 number, Tubach
received a letter of confirmation that the doctor had
contacted Metropolitan and that a hospital stay of
seven days had been certified. "So, one week after the
need for surgery was determined, I didn't have to
worry about precertification anymore. And all it took
was one phone call from me and one phone call from
my doctor's office," Tubach emphasizes.

"People may have the impression that the
precertification or second-opinionprocess will be
complicatedm d demand a lot of p a p e m ~ r k - Ih o w I
did--but the way Metropalitan is handling itis caw.
So don't be afraid to d
lthat 800 number. You can get
through, and the people we very ready to help you."
From an insurance standpoint, fibach's hospital
stay--originally estimated by his dwhr at seven to
ten days--was effortless. On the eighth day,
Metropolitan called his doctor to ask his condition,
whether he'd beenreleased, and whether he'd need
more time in the hospital. Told that Tubach was
progressing well and probably would be released in a
couple of days, Metropolitan granted a f~ur-day
extension over the phone and sent follow-up letters to
Tubach and his doctor.
"Iwas really pleased. I didn't have to do anything
after the initial inquiry, and the process was very
simple for my doctor a s well," Tubach recalls.

"So,one week after the need for surgery ,
was determined, I didn't have to womy
about precertification anymore. And all it
took was one phone call from me and one
phone call from my doctor's office."

The claim processing was no less impressive. In
slightly over three weeks after the surgery, a check
was on its way to the surgeon, and Tubach received a
letter confirming that payment. The other health
care providers--hospital, radiologist, anaesthesiologist, and out-patient facilities--received
payment within two to three weeks after submitting
bills.
"I've had a lot of experience with other carriers that
can go unnamed," Tubach reports. "And none of
them ever paid bills in less than a month a t best. And
these bills had thousands of dollars of detail--I'm
sure they weren't easy for Metropolitan to process."

\ED INTEGRATES NPIP INTO OPERATIONS
Metmpoliitan &d i d ~ w a one
d portitm of one bill

($50of an i t a n mw Over md above M~tmpolitm's
realsonablea d c w h mcharge for that sewice?.
"Thew ~ they
y mpanded f;o that &sputawas what
impressed me,"'lbbach aq1aim3. 'Theynotified me
by letter &the d&sdowa1-1ee,~
hu6 they went further.

' I 3 ~ said
y that if the provider attemptedto bill me for
d thebill to them,
the disputed amotmtbJ ~ h d d
and they would attampk m(11vethe maiket. I never
eqmted that from an i n s m o e &er,"
Renecting on the entire e w - ,
Tubach says, "I
was very glad for the soppart ofm;r family and dl the
people warking with me in MSI), AMO,and F3O. It
made it easier. And not having to hassle aver
medid c W was a real bleming.
"No one nm&sadditimal haimial stress when
~r
already under d c k l &mm (
u n e m d l . M e t m p l i h i &o m .tBrs* fox
me on that mm,"

CEditorl'rsNate: Watch fop more information on
reasonable and customary charges in next month's

SPECTRW.1

The Applications Engineering Department (AED)
in Technology Operations moved quickly to support
and complement the New Product Introduction
Process (NPIP; see the May issue of SPECTRUM) by
distributing new standards and procedures in late
May that are built around the new internal product
development process.
These new standards and procedures are designed
to facilitate NPIP by bringing AED and Marketing
together for detailed information exchange earli'er in
the product development process. In addition, AED
and Marketing personnel communicate on an
ongoing basis throughout NPIP, improving AED's
ability to-respond to Marketing's needs and giving
Marketing a better understanding of the feasibility
and time constraints associated with various
Engineering specifications. [The other three Tech
Ops divisions--Telecommunications,MARK 111, and
PIIIARK3000--are responsible for base technology and
don't interact as frequently with Marketing as AED
does on a day-to-day basis.]
AED personnel and product managers from AMO,
FBO, and PSO reviewed the proposed procedures. The
new standards and procedures don't differ radically
from previous guidelines, but they do draw on NPIP,
conform to NPIP stages, and expedite AED's entry
into that process.
Cathy Michalak, Manager of AED Program
Quality and Integration, noted, "These procedures
enable AED to generate more realistic and timely
estimates of work requirements and delivery dates.
Such earlier and more accurate estimates make the
entire product development smoother and more
practicable. Before, Marketing needed fum dates,
but AED couldn't supply them until late in the cycle.
So Marketing made plans, AED offered ideas later in
the process, and conflicts naturally arose."
In short, as Dave Nobile, Program Coordinator,
says, "Ourmethodologies should improve the
functioning of AED and NPIP and should help us to
deliver quality products on expected delivery dates."
In the picture at left, Dave Nobile (left seated) and Cathy
Michalak (right seated) show the newly issued AED
standards and procedures manual to Chris Pittman,
Manager of Marketing Program Quality and Integration
(center standing).

If you saw the closing Liberty Weekend ceremonies
from New York City on July 6, you probably didn't
spot Ray Brown (NDCArea Manager, NYC) and his
wife Sue--butthey were there, square dancing for
three minutes and thirty seconds with 99 other couples
selected by audition for the closing ceremonies at
Giants Stadium (Meadowlands).
"We really got caught up in the excitement of
Liberty Weekend," Ray Brown notes. "It was one of
the largest celebrationsin the country, and we feel we
participated in the biggest show there'll ever be."
Closing out Liberty Weekend with a square dance
seems quite appropriatelyAmerican, but the
organizers did take a few liberties with what
Congress annually declares "the national dance."
For example, the July 6 performance was
choreographed and didn't use the traditional caller.
In contrast, when the couple square dance at their
local Nanuet (NewYork) club, the Covered Bridge
Squares, they respond on the spot to the caller's
instructions.
'You really can't anticipate what the caller will
do," Sue Brown says. "Whetheryou're in a line or in
your corners or some other configuration, the caller

swingthrough, omammwl ayr&&mkkfib
corner-dl onthe ~pw&&-id
hr&spmeto
verbal calls. It's never duW
The Browns, who mxszf1p~Bra.ted
their twentieth
wedding annive~m-y~,bgm
square dancing about
three y e w $go afkr webg a demomtrationat a 4 H
show. 'We thoq&k,here'smme&hg we can do
together, and it's fimsa w t way tu relax, and very
inexpendve2"Ray Brown recab. 'We took
traditional Western square dancing lessons for
about a year, and we'vebeen dancing ever since,
about twice a month with the club and several other
times each month with other clubs or in square
dancing demonstrations. We've given
demonstrationsat big companies like In' and in
supermarketparking lots--andwe recently gave
lessons at an adult education class for 18
people,"
The Brownsjust concluded a year as co-Presidents
of the Covered Bridge Squares, and they attend
several square dancing conventions each year. The

After a brief moment of concern over the rabbit in Ray Brown's up-and-cominggarden (their
daughter and her friends drove the varmint out), the Browns struck a traditional square dancing
positionand demonstratedthe bow that concludes a square dance routine.

NEW MANAGER OF EUROPEAN
OPERATIONS

.

annual national convention draws 30-40,000 square
dancers, and r e g i d ~patll;ians----fsr
example, in
Montreal inthe s ~ e r - - d shave
~ ) appeal.
Moreover, as 8ue Brow notes,Tan can quare
dance on vacation, toa. Therek a national dimdmy
of clubs that tells you when they dance and how to
contact them. And even if yrm want bsquare dance
in Japan, the cdhare d w a y ~ i n
English,so you can
walk right.in and dame*''
The couple m ~ M a a e for
d their spot in the Liberty
Weekend dosingeremoniesin mspaase to a letter
that David Wolmr CHb12ywoQdo r w r of the New
York City festivitiw)mt to square dancing dub^ in
New Yo& mdNew & m y . "Almost 5011couples
auditioned," Sue Brown explains. 'We were
scheduledin p u p s ofeight--a traditional fourcouple square-& we ody danced for a few
minute$. But since then we danced our way through
tenr e h e d s a d andbod still far c o & m fittings-and danced in the adxd prformace."
"Itwas anunbeliev& experience,"Rary says.
"Theexcitement wets so red--you can ,we these things
on television,brut when you're actually there, the
excitement isjust overwhelming. You get su wrapped
up in it that you don't realize that anyone elm is
around--not e m the other dancers in our
performance, except for the other six in our square.
"Itwas a real American experience, with allthe
kmerican eras represented. We'd do it again in a

minate!"
'"You know," &y Brown reealls, " m
friends
~ of
cliurs tried tointerest us in q w r e dancing ten or

twelve y w ago.
~ U'we'd known how much we were
going tolikeit"m'dhave started s ~ e r r '

Ray Brown joined GE'sWatertam, Massa&usetf.s,
Medinet group in S~ptember1972as a computer
pTogranmer. In 1974he moved tothe Schenectady
NDC andthenan to the Chicago NDC in 1975. In 1978,
he transferred €aNew York, where he has worked at
the Elanwood Park CNew Jersey), White Plains, and
New York City facilities.

Richard H. Meltzer has joined GE Information
Services as the Manager of European Operations.
Dick is based in Amstelveen, The Netherlands, and
is responsible for the Supercenter, European
Network Operations and Planning, European
Operations Engineering Support, and European
Quality Engineering.
"Thisis a fantastic opportunityfor me, because it
lets me combine my technical and operations
management experience--with an emphasis on
quality and service--with my customer and market
development background," Dick says. "With the
great teams already in
place in Europe, we can't
miss--as long as we all
work together."
From 1984to 1986,Dick
served as Manager of
Business Development for a
newly created GE internal
venture, the Silicon Systems
Technology Department
Richard H. Meltzer
(part of the Semiconductor
Business Division in
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina). Dick
was responsibIe for creating and implementing the
business, market, and sales strategies.
Dick's wide-rangingexperience includes
positions as Manager of GE Space Division's
Information Management Systems Operation
(Gaithersburg),as Research Scientist for GE's
Information Systems Programs (Arlington),and as
a faculty member at the University of Maryland
(focusingon cognitive studies and the thenemerging field of soaware psychology, the human
performance aspect of software engineering). Dick
holds a Ph.D. from the University of California
(San Diego) in Human Information Processing
("somewherein the middle of artificial intelligence, computer science, math modeling, and
experimental/cognitivepsychology") and a BA in
Psychology from Johns Hopkins University.
Dick likes to point out that his job as European
Operations Manager isn't his first foreign
assignment. "Betweenmy junior and senior years
at Hopkins, I served a two-year tour in Tanzania
with the Peace Corps, teaching engineering, math,
and English and acting as financial administrator
for a college. I'm really enjoying 'going
international' again."
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Brown Brothers Harriman & Company

Convention Liaison Council

Brown Brothers Harriman & Company (BBH)has
signed an MCSS Agreement and a MARK*NET
Agreement to link its over 400 users and BBH branch
offices worldwide to its host mainframe information
systems. BBH, a major New York banking and
brokerage firm, will be replacing current usage of
PDN/IRC/Telenetlinks with MARK I11 and
-*NET.
Steve Harwin, Account Executive, notes, "The
decision was made based on BBH's need to improve
service to clients, as well as to provide local support
where needed." QUIK-COMMwill be used to support
all of BBH's messaging and file transfer needs.
BBH executive management stated that their decision
to select GE Information Services was based on the
need to improve service to their clients and, in some
cases, on request by customers that were already
clients of GE Information Services.
Morris Schwartz, SDC/NewYork, will manage the
communications support for BBH.

The Convention Liaison Corndl (CLC),
headquartered in Washington, D.C., comprises
20 organizations representing the eonvention,
meeting, trade show, and expositionindustry and the
travel and tourism industry to work collectively to
to
exchangeinformation, recommend ~olutkans
industry, and create an awareness of the magnitude
of the industry. The Electronic Mail Drop System in
development for the CLC will use GE Information
Services to transmit hotel reservation requests from
conventionbureaus in 16cities to independent hotels
and major chain hotels (Marriott, Hilton, Hyatt, and
Weston, for example).
The CLC informed Tom Butler, Account Manager,
that "the proposed reservation system not only will
save considerablemoney but also will give the
industry control of the large number of hotel rooms
reserved and cancelled for conventions."
Bob Rowe is the Project Manager for the account.

Federazione Italiana Editori e Giornali
Chase Manhattan Bank-Asia
Chase Manhattan Bank-Asia signed an MNA with
GE Information Services to use TRADE*EXPRESSin
Asian and Pacific countries, including Hong Kong,
Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Singapore,Australia, and the
Philippines.
Key to the success was a team effort by Dennis Ng
(AccountManager, General Business) and Simon
Lee (Account Manager, Banking). Dennis had
promoted the TRADE*EXPRESSconcept to a number
of export companies and freight forwarders, while
Simon had promoted TRADE*EXPRESSto Chase
Manhattan as a product that could be used to win more
business, particularly from the export community.
"Aftera successful meeting between Chase and
several key exporters and freight forwarders, it was
merely a matter of how quickly we could provide the
product," notes David Rolls, Manager, Hong Kong.
"Chase is now actively marketing the product and
already has signed participants for two trading
loops."

Federazione Italiana Editori e Giornali (FIEG),a
federation of 901 Italian publishing companies,
recently signed a contract with GE Information
Sewices to use MARK111and INFORETE, a system
that is designed to enable publishers to automate,
monitor, and better allocate the distribution of
.
magazines, papers, books, and other publications.
FIEG selected INFORETE after an initial
qualification process and a subsequent evaluation of
software prototypesfrom GE Information Semices
and from IBM.
includes almost all Italian publishers (most
notably the six largest) and acts as a unique coordinator, promoting and defendingits associates'
hter~sts.
INFORJ3TE currently serves seven of the most
important publishers and 16 major distributors.
Another 30 distributors should connect to the system
by the end of 1986,and 150-200distributors are
scheduledto be on line by the end af1987.
"Thisapplication is designed to optimize the
distribution cycle, minimize costs, and bring the
entire distribution process under control,"reports
Pierluigi Giani, District Manager, Northeast Italy.

INDUSTRY BRIEFS
ww mry e n t h w d t i c a b u t our capacity
m a r w e big projects and about o m network1'

1-'%
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&t InterstateBmeorp, the! eighlh h g ~ s t
fimm&dholding c~rmpanyin &heUi3, h w ~ & m b i i
MARK*= as the delivery v W fmib m m
managamen*product b e . 'This &mte@eproject is
the f i r ~ t i n t e T - r n 8 bventme fm this bank (which
has 15western state bank m w b ) and
provide
mrpmate services to a3,W
eommercid climb.
Quentin W v m , Aqcount Mmwes3mt.es,"GE
Infomation Semi- was se~&d h u w af er
proven track record iqthe fbndalindustry and
superior n e h ~ rebbility."
k
Sonny Totn and V W i &ham pKnnide the technical
support for the a-tL

Cygnet Technologies
Cygnet TechnologiesInc. announced a memoryresident communications program, Get. Get is a 64Kbyte package that runs (in background) on the IBM
PC and compatible systems, checking designated
electronic mail services a t times specified by the
user. If messages are waiting, Get flashes a message
in one corner of the screen without disturbing other
applications.
According to Get's marketing manager, Ken
Dickens, early tests showed that using Get doubled or
tripled the use of electronic mail in the office. The
program comes with interfaces for MCI
Communications' MCI Mail, Western Union Co.'s
Easylink, I T ' S Dialcomm, The Source, GTE's
Telemail, GE Information Services' QUIK-COMM
and GEnie, and other commercial services.

DEC
Welle, Fargo Bareg, headquarteredin San
Francisco, is wrmntIy the tenth largest bank in the
US becam 6fi
Srecent acquisiticm of Crocker
National Bank. W d s Fargo Bank has been
providing autmnatiet! b h w reporting services to its
clienfrs worldwide f'oP over menp a r s , usingGE
Infomation S k c m ' Information Ep.pessTM.
How,
Well6 Fargo Brrls,has aiaileGtedGE Wonnabion
Seviceeta xJthese mNiws tu the c h a t base
acq~~~.
!JMs isamajor compe€itive

af ADP Network Ekruioes.

Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) recently became the
first computer company to offer users a complete set of
commercial networking products conforming to all
seven layers of the Open Systems Interconnect
Standard.
The breakthrough came with DEC's announcement.
of an electronic mail package that enables users to
generate messages on a DEC proprietary editing or Email system and then to transmit the message to a
remote VAX or Micro-VAX system. The package is
called the Message Router X.400 Gateway Version
1.O. DEC now becomes the first to offer a commercial
software product designed to implement the X.400
protocol.

Western Union

beantheir "mmtampera- md a p g m ~ v vendor
e
in themigrationdS:&m fa WS."
Flomce-

d V m ' F W ~ m & e

technical &upportE i the amxa&.&mAmkg b e g
the new a-treta@& &F@~Bbqp h n k on
a 4brewpbm~
hplmmntation
the ~ystem,tiwe1pletn, and s u g t ~ ~ ~h a$ d ~ t o
wnversatioxu ampg the vwiwa bankcatalogs.

Western Union announced plans to link the 7,000
credit authorization terminals installed by
merchants for whom NaBanco processes credit card
sales slips. These terminals will be linked by
Western Union's packet-transport network to host
computers in Florida and New York. Western
Union will develop protocol conversion to NaBanco's
specifications. NaBanco serves 35,000 merchants in
50 states and the Caribbean.

LANA EREMIN
MELBOURNE

RICH OKRASINSKI
NEW YORK
Whois the support
person for the Targeted
Opportunity System
(TOPS)?
It's Bryan Inderrieden in
Saddle Brook, New Jersey,
on 8*227-3020(QUIKCOMM: INDY). TOPS is
the PC-oriented program on
AR22 that you download to
your PC.
Bryan is also the support
person for the ACT
program--Activity
Tracking.

TERRY SNYDER
GREENSBORO
Do you have a list of the
ED1 brochures and
manuals available from
OLOS?
Yes. Here's the list
supplied by Joyce
Alexander, ED1
Communication Spkialist:
5070.06 EDI*EXPRESS
Profile
5707.07 Making Business
As Easy As a Handshake-brochure
5707.19 Introduction to EDI-A Primer
5707.73 EDI*EXPRESS-insert to Handshake
brochure
5707.74 Heavy Industry-insert to Handshake
brochure
5707.75 Office Products-insert to Handshake
brochure
5707.05A EDI*EXPRESS
Systems Description
5070.15 EDIhPC Profile
5070.73 is due into the
warehouse in FW24.
There's an internal charge
of $2.00 for 5070.19--the
Primer.

U*Z74-6517
BOB GRAY

NEW ZEALAND
Can you help me identifj,
apirate user? It's
nW48007, belonging to
GE AircrafZ Engz'ne.
Whichcost center should
I contact to get revenue
credit for this usage?
You're already getting
revenue credit, because
MX48 is a MARK*NET
catalog. The system is
keeping track of your
territory's usage, and rather
than have you bill and
collect from the client, we
bill the client and credit your
cost center for the usage at
your current rates. Cool it
on this one, you're covered.

SUE MONIHAN
BOSTON
Are PAR data recorded
through the last day of
each month, or are there
exceptions when
weekendsfall at the end
of the month?
PAR data are recorded
through the last day of each
month. The only exception
is for a job that may have
started before midnight at
the end of the month and is
carried over into the first
day of the next month. PAR
data are usually available
for client use within three or
four business days after the
end of the month.

OK: FAST

SHERRIE KEY
ARLINGTON
Is there a specid form
that must be signed to get
a ContinuousAccess Plan
on Foreground for a
client?
No signed form is
necessary. Have the client
write a letter expressing his
or her go-ahead, then do a
mailbox to set it up.
Here's the syntax in the
Mailbox program: SET,
CAP,2,100. This sets two
CAP ports for U# 100. SET,
CAP,O, 100: This cancels the
2 CAP ports.
This feature is not
exclusive to USA clients.
Some distributors have CAP
plans also, but you'll have to
get details about each CAP
plan h m each country.
DAVE JACOBS

DENVER
Is there something
wrong with the SAMIS
month-to-datereport for
Corporate IDS?I can't
seem to find any data for
PROFS work done in

VM.
Some of the newer
products have not been
coded into the SAMIS report
system as yet. You may be
able to get a status report on
when it will be available by
sending a QUIK-COW to
SSYS.

Canyou tell me the local
saks ofice that handles
Dothan, AEabama.2
Your reauest for
assistance for an unfocused
ISSO prospect in Dothan,
Alabama, should not be
forwarded to the sales office
that is physically nearest to
Dothan.
The realignment of the
sales force and its direction
to call on specific accounts
necessitated the formation
of National Technical
Support (NTS) here in
Rockville. The sales force
transitioned thousands of
small accounts to NTS for
centralized support.
NTS has a staff of sales
and technical personnel that
conducts business by phone
(and visits client sites when
absolutely necessary). The
staff accommodatesthe
technical and administrative
needs of these clients and
supports prospects who
want to use our service.
Some prospects are directed
to NTS from the field sales
people; some prospeds
come in from distributors
who have an application
that is in operation in a
distributor country and who
require support for a client
in the USA
If you have such
prospects, they should be
directed to NTS. If the
revenue opportunity is large
enough and requires a level
of support that justifies local
field support, then the
appropriate SDC office can
be brought into the action.
Generally speaking, if you
need to have a client in the
USA contacted for support
in a n ongoing application,
you should n o t e NTS of
the opportunity and let that
organization pursue it. The
contact for this action is
Mike Gwinn, whose QUIKCOMM System address is
MIKEGWINN.

Information Center, 602
Min-Chuann E. Rd. $552,
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of
China.
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you h m the MRC, not
NEW JERSEY
from I&WK 3 W Service.
What user's guides am
You must change &e
available for C Language
network parameters for
on MARKIlI Service?
your w s h . Full details on
The OLOS number is
changinga network ms&n
3200.20A, but most people
areinmm-hew
who use the language also
3000fita Liast NEWS
like to have the Prentice Hall
K(SrnAM1.
book written by Kernighan
and Ritchie as a reference.
B I U GAVIN
It's not available from
PJEWYORX
OLOS but is available at
I8 t h m am@hhg on
book stores for $28.00. In
iMARKla€Ump& on
addition, you may want to
tk?
a8hk
make a copy of the on-line
~ o r t h e J file
~ TOOL:C.MEMO.
~
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Yes. A m p a n y named
ODS in Tokyo haisl a product
called Camxinee.Th.exe are
14 categoriesof j.n&nmation
available C mbmibers in
areas S d l as 6fmiwbrs,
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NETWORK ACCESS
FRED IJ.u
KOREA
What is the status on
access from South
Africa?

B
rnstjnbo.rdgran.k
mom de*,
W sb
md&

List a DY28 file named
SAX. I t provides complete
details about topics such as
monthly costs, installation
costs, equipment, QUIKCOMA4 usage, TSI, and the
QUIE(-COMMTM
System
Personal Computer
Mailbox. The QUIKCOMM address for South
&ca is SASO.

BILL GAVIN
NEW YORK
What is the status of
access fiom
Luxembourg?
There's an MRC in
Luxembourg in the capital
city--which also is called
Luxembourg. The activity
there is handled by the
Brussels (Belgium)office,
which also does the billing.
Almost every week, one or
two persons go to
Luxembourg, because we
have some large clients
there. Access there is
300ll200 and 2400 baud.
Users cannot access the
QUIK-COMM System
through the network,
however. They must go
through the local PDN,
which is called LUXPAC.
(Thanks to Luce Cadranel in
Brussels for this answer.)
DEBBIE PARKS
ATLANTA
Whoshould be contacted
for support in Taiwan,
and what is the address?
All requests for support in
Taiwan should be direded
to the QUM-COMM
System address
VANGUARD to the
attention of Juber.
Here's the complete
mailing address: Dr. Tsung
Tee Li, Director, Vanguard

CLAUDEARLEN
LYON, FRANCE
Z have a client who wants
to use PC Mailbar and
the QUIE-COMM
System F.om Argentina.
What wangernents
must be made?
First, have your client get
in touch with Public Data
Network Engineer
Armando Parolari in
Buenos Aires on
(541) 49-0913. He is the
representative for the Public
Data Network that serves
Argentina. He can provide
information about prices
and available speeds.
Have your user ask about
leasing or buying a PC there
in Argentina, as opposed to
bringing one in from
France.
You'll have to sell your
client a copy of PC Mailbox
to take to Argentina--it's not
available for sale there. You
may have to m o w the signon procedure slightly to be
sure it gets through the PDN
into MARK I11 Service. The
number used to reach .
MARK I11 Service from the
PDN is contained in the
DY28 file IRCINFO.

QUIK-COMM
LARRY GELLER
JAPAN
One user uploads an
ATTACHfile via PC
Mailbox. The other user
wants to use Fl'U to
downtoad the file,
because he isn't using PC
Mail*. But the given
MARK IZZ fik name
doesn't seem to be saved

and can't even be
described. What's
happening?
The reason is that use of
the FTU feature on a freestanding basis is not
permissible in GE
Information Services'
international network.

ENRIQUE HERRERA
MEXICO
I have a client with a
Telex who wants to send
a message to my terminal
and my QKll address.
Is it legal, and how is it
done?
Yes, it's legal to send from
a Telex device to a QUIKCOMM System address.
The client sends the
message to Telex address
192803 (thus getting to TRT
in the USA and the QKll
catalog). Then, the first line
of the Telex message to you
must contain QC:MXGM.

RICH SARGEANT
NETHERLANDS
Is each address asshned
a range of numbers for
outgoing ntessages on
the QUIIZ-COMM
System? How big is the
range?
Part of the number is a
range. The last three digits
run from 000 to 999 and
then start over again. The
first four digits represent the
address itself. A user can
keep track of the outgoing
messages sent by logging
them according to the last
three digits. The first four
remain the same for the
sending address.
0

MARIT ROGNE
NORWAY
Is itpossible to have a
sub-administrator for a
limited quantity of
numbers within a QUIKCOMM System catalog?
Yes, it's possible to have a
sub-administrator. Here's
the procedure.
Using ADM, the catalog
chief administrator (CCA)
sets up user number 700 (for
example) as the subadministrator for the range
700 to 750. The CCA gives
700 the power to NUM into
all of these numbers 701 to
750. The CCA tells 700 what
the password is for
QUIKADMN***. Now, 700
can run QUIKADMN***
and set up addresses for
users in the 701-750 domain,
who will be able to send
messages to the entire
catalog. Users are not
restricted to addresses
within this domain.

TARYN ALDERTON
HONG KONG
Here are some questions
about the QUIK-COMM
System that I'd like to
get answered. Please
hel~.
~ i g e q u e uae standard
command, or does it
require a specif& set-up
by the administrator?
Yes, the administrator
must execute the QUIKADMN*** option command
to enable requeue for the
catalog.
What is the maximum
size of an interactive
message?

The maximum size is 2500
lines, with 58 characters per
line.
What is the maximum
size ofa message sent by
batch?
The MARK 111Service
DEMT limit is 830 records.
What is the muximum
size of a PC Mailbox
message?
The maximum size is 8K
on send and 10K on receive.

JOHN HENNESSN
MILWAUKEE
I have clients who want
to write their QUIKCOMM System messages
to a floppy disk and be
able to retrieve and read
them in an off-line maEe
30 or 60 days later. How
do the messagesget
written to a floppy disk?
Currently, you can make a
copy of a received PC
Mailbox message.
Enter REVISE MESSAGE
Mode in the In Basket and
move the cursor to the body
of the message; press Alt F7
to copy only the message
body to a DOS file.
Version 3.0 of PC Mailbox
will change the current
RESERVED basket to an
ARCHIVE basket, and you
will be able to move entire
messages to the ARCHIVE
basket and then later move
the messages out of the
ARCHIVE basket onto a
floppy or hard disk for local
storage and retrieval.

LAST CHANCE:
SUMMER OF
FITNESS FOR MDA
Don't forget: This year
you can choose which
month you want to
participate--June, July, or
August. So you still have
one chance to run,swim,
bicycle (movingor
stationary), or fast-walk for
MDA.
For the third year, GE
Information Services is
sponsoring MDA. The
company will donate ten
cents for every mile of
program activity completed
by the employee during the
selected month.
Additionally, the company
will pay the $5 fee for the
starter kit, which includes a
T-shirt and mileage log.
For more information on
the program, consult either
the April or June issue of
SPECTRUM (both include
registration forms), or call
MDA's Arlene Wannhold a t
703-823-1115.

AMERIGQ'S
LOVE RUN

COMPLETE MERGER
On June 9, General
Electric Company and RCA
completed their merger,
with GE acquiring RCA for
$6.4billion in cash. The
price included $66.50 per
share for RCA common
stock, $42.50 per share for
RCA's $3.65 preference
stock, and $40 per share for
its $3.50 preferred stock.
Jack Welch, GE Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer,
will serve as Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer for
the combined company,
which will be headquartered
in Fairfield, Connecticut.
RCA and NBC will
become subsidiaries of GE.
Robert A. Frederick will
remain as President and
Chief Executive Officer of
RCA, and Grant Tinker will

continue as Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of
NBC.
The US Department of
Justice completed its review
on May 21, and the Federal
Commission approved the
transfer of NBC and RCA
broadcast and communication licenses on June 5.
The Federal Communications Commission
approval requires GE to sell
within 18 months five NBC
radio stations in New York
City, Chicago, and
Washington, D.C.--the cities
in which NBC also has
television stations. Under
FCC rules, a new owner
cannot own television and
radio stations in the same
markets.

BOSSIDY
ADDRESSES
ELFUNS
Addressing the Cleveland
chapter of the ElfUTl Society
recently, Larry Bossidy
(GE Company Vice
Chairman and Executive
Officer) considered GE's
competitive position.
Bossidy noted that "GE is
now largely a hightechnology manufacturing
and services company....We
now have a powerful array
of businesses with long-term
prospects for growth in
sales and income."
In today's business world,
it is important to be
"big...Siemens does $16
billion a year in sales,
Hitachi does $18.5 billion,
and Philips almost $18
billion. Our size gives us the
resources and the caliber of
people to compete in this
size game."
Bossidy illustrated his
point by citing GE's turbine
business. "This is one of the
oldest businesses in the
company. Now it's in its
worst slump. But we know
that the turbine market will
return in the 1990s or
sooner. It's precisely our
financial strength. ..our
bigness...that will permit us
to stay the course, keep our
technology fresh and our
factories open during the
lean years. Small companies, entrepreneurial or
not, simply cannot do that."
Bossidy pointed out that
although each individual
GE business 1x13:; f;d unique
in some respects, "it is

important that every
business share a passion for
customer satisfaction as a
prime guarantor of
employment...and the
ultimate source of all wages
and work.
"It is not important that
any common structure
govern the day-to-day
operation of our business,
with one indispensable
exception...honesty when
dealing with the government and when dealing
with each other." Bossidy
concluded, "We're
convinced that we have the
businesses, the resources,
the people, and the vision to
make this company what
we all know it can be ...the
most competitive enterprise
on Earth."

GE EXECUIVE
TAKES IRI HELM
Roland Schrnitt, GE Senior
Vice President in charge of
the Corporate Research and
Development Center, has
been elected to a one-year
term as president of the
Industrial Research Institute
(IRI).
IRI is a n association of 265
leading industrial companies with a common
interest in research and
development. IRI's mission
is to enhance the effectiveness of industrial research
and to generate understanding and cooperation
among the academic,
governmental,
and industrial research
communities.
Continued on neutpage
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GE ENGINES
BUILDS AIR FORCE
ONE ENGINES
GE engines have been
selected to power two Air
Force One planes recently
ordered by the US government for presidential use.
Each of the Boeing 747200Bs will have four GE
CF6-80C2B1 engines.
Developed in the Energy
Efficient Engine program
that GE undertook with the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, the
engine is being used by four
airlines and has been
ordered by six other
customers.
"We'reextremely pleased
to have been selected,"said
Brian Rowe, head of GE's
Aircraft Engine Business
Group. "It is fitting that the
presidential aircraft should
be powered by engines of
the highest quality and
reliability that incorporate
the most advanced technology the industry has to
offer."

GE MEDICAL SYSTEMS
STUDIES MYSTERIES
OF PLANT GROWTH
Scientistsfrom GE's
Medical Systems Group are
working closely with the
US Department of
Agriculture in a unique
application of magnetic
resonance (MR)scanner

technology to the study of
the structure and
functioning of living plant
roots.
Using a scanner very
similar to MSG's Signa
system at GE's Research
and Development Center in
Schenectady, the researchers can "see through
a pot and soil, observing
mot reactions without
disturbing them.
Under the magnetic field's
influence,the radio signals
"excite"selected plant
atoms, causing them to
resonate. The resonance
signals are picked up by
another antenna and
transmitted to a special
computer,which interprets
the signals and constructs a
picture of the plant being
imaged (actuallya
computer-screen map
showing the location and
concentration of excited
atoms).
MR technology originally
was developed as a
complement or substitute
for x-rays and CAT
(computeraxial tomography) scans. Because MR
imaging has no known
effect on plants, it can be
repeated as often as
necessary to monitor
growth and development,
opening the door to more
accurate studies of plant
respomes to light, carbon
dioxide levels, and nutrients.

rrhanksto MSG WORLD
for this item.1

Congratulationsto the
following employees, who
celebrated service
anniversaries inJune.

35 years

Rockville
Robert L. Johnson

25 years

Atlanta
Harvey Henson
Rockville
Jay G. Alderson

20 years

Rockville
David G. Bruce
Larry A. Capriotti
Charles W. Hicklin
Ron McKinney

15 years

Rockville
James C. Macioce
Nancy Rizzi

10 years

Atlanta
Frederick G. Weprich
Chicago
Thomas H. Groseth
Rockville
Marilyn Botkin
Brenda Edwards
Ashok Mannan
B. J. Norris
Kathryn Stephens
Saddle Braok
Gary Cannon, Jr.
Bryan Inderrieden
Sun Francisco
Laurette A ESaufman

5 years

Arlington
Donna R. Wade

Alee Absalom sent along
several important errata to
last month's GEM cover
story. First, J o b Utne
(Oslo)took the lead on the
construction of data
collection interfaces to four
different systems operated
by the GEM lines--one of the
three tasks required for the
first phase of the GEM
contract. Second,Jan
Yngfors is one of the GEM
team consultants. Third,
GEM recently decided to use
Software International's
General Ledger system for
financial accounting.

General Accounting and

Tax office
For those of you who
wondered how to match the
employees in last months
Parting Shot picture with
the names in the article, left
to right in the back row were
Dick Gray, Charles h k e ,
Art Corbin, and Nancy Rbzi,
and left to right in the fmnt
row were Liz Smith, Linda
Morris, Jim OPBrien,and
Max Harris. Not pictured
was Russ Long.

Los Angeles
Viklri J. Schanz
Holna Taraji
RockviZle
Craig S. FettemIf
Kenneth R Ford
John E. Laneaster
John P.Stetson

The following table
summarizes the prices for
GE Stock,Mutual Fund, and
Holding Period Interest

Fund used in the Savings
and Security Program to
credit participants' accounts.
The Long Term Interest

Fund price for the last day
of the month is also shown,
as well as year-to-date
annual income rates for
both the
and LT Funds.
-

--

-

--

Long Term Fund

Holding Period Fund

YTD Annual
Income Rate (a)
Month

Stock
Price

$69.818
February $75.013
March
$77.403
$77.744
April
January

Mutual
FundPrice

Price

1983

1984

1985

1986

Price

YTDAMual
Reinvestment
IncomeRate

$35.929
$38.019
$40.995
$41.184

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

13.7%
13.7%
13.7%
13.7%

13.2%
13.2%
13.2%
13.2%

12.8%
12.8%
12.9%
12.9%

9.6%
9.7%
10.5%
10.6%

$11.57
$11.96
$12.53
$12.23

10.1%
10.4%
10.2%
10.2%

(a) The "announced"HP FundRate was 13.25%for1983,12.75%for 1984,12.50%for1985, and 9.50%for1986.

Cont~nuw'from page 16

Conbnued from page 8

accommodate larger
user loads with better
response time and
improved reliability.
Portions of this project
already have been
deployed.
o Other productivity
programs that address
cost and quality
concerns and are
scheduled for
completion in 1986
include: extensions to
capabilities for
processor and storage
governing of catalogs
and group catalogs; and
features--such as faster
system reboots, file
system improvements
that protect against busy
or hot files, and storage
devices--that will lead to
24x7 availability.

These technological
initiatives addressing
telecommunications
and networking,
responsiveness to
clients, and productivity
improvements illustrate
MARK 111'sflexibility to
develop unique,
customized solutions to
clients'
telecommunications
requirements.
~Contributors:Roger
Dyer, Tom Popdan, and
John Watson1

Anthony J. Castellano
(Vice President, FNBC)
explains, "By using
ATP, customers can
present documents to the
bank four to 12 days
sooner--in most cases-than they could by using
existing means. Additionally, for credits that
are reimbursable
overseas, FNBC can
save an additional eight
to 14 days by electronically transmitting
documents to its
international offices for
presentation to the local
paying bank."
Thus, ATP can accelerate payments by four to
18days on routine
shipments and by as
much as 30 days on some
historically problematic

paBe2-

shipments. Such
improvements will
reduce both the number
and dollar volume of
open export receivables
for exporters.
"By reducing open
receivables, customers
using this service will
not only improve cash
flow but also create
substantial interest
income opportunities as
well," Castellano notes.
ATP's pilot project
employed ATP and
TRADE*EXPRESS to
service a major West
Coast cotton exporter, its
freight forwarder, and
its ocean carrier. Documents were created and
transmitted via
TRADE*EXPRESS;
FNBC added its
financial intermediation; and a series
letter-of-credit and
collection payments
were made using ATP.
In most cases, the
cotton exporter received
payment within 24
hours, in marked
contrast to the seven to
ten days previously
required to execute the
payment cycle via
express courier or mail
service.
GE Information
Services, SITPRO, and
FNBC are all very
optimistic about the
commercial potential of
these products, which
address crucial
international business
concerns.

parting s
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ELFUN SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT A BIG HIT

On a sunny--and ultimately hot--Saturday, over 300
employees from GE Information Services and other
D.C.-area GE components joined their families,
friends, and roughly 100players from non-GE teams
to participate in the Elfun Society's doubleelimination softball tournament. A volunteer
organization of GE employees, the Elfun Society took
its cue from Walt Williams, who proposed a softball
tournament for Elfun to raise funds for charit~while
members have a good time.

.

The E b Society held its third annual Elfun
Charity Softball Tournament at Gaithersburg Junior
High School on June 7. The tournament raised $2,400
to send children from the National Cancer Institute's
Pediatric Oncology Branch to Camp Fantastic, a
unique summer camp run by Special Love, Inc.
Above, Walt Williams and Jack Hanson offer their
advice to Jeff Quelett--who attended Camp Fantastic
last year--before he throws out the first ball to
officially start the tournament.
This year's tournament, the largest to date, featured
16 teams in two divisions--one for GE teams
(organized specificallyfor the tournament) and one
for outside teams (usually league teams that play on a
regular basis). GE Information Services' league
team, headed by Robert Vaughn, won the outside team
division and went on to play the winner of the GE
division, Larry Signora's GE Information se!rvices
team. In a seven-inning battle, Signora's team
emerged with a 14-4victory.and the overall
championship. The second place team in the GE
division, headed by Dan Miller, included Walt
Williams, his sons-in-law, and specially recruited
Financial Management Program players. [There is,
of course, no truth to the rumor that some of these
players were ringers.]
[Contributors: Charlie Harp and Leslie Vogell

